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GROWTH OF HARMONIC CONJUGATES IN THE UNIT DISC

MIROLJUB JEVTIC

Abstract. Assuming some mild regularity conditions on a positive nondecreasing

function *¡/(x) = 0(xa) (for some a > 0, x -» oo), we show that

A/„(r,«) = 0^(r^))    (r-»l,0<i»<l)

implies M Ar, v) = 0(<¡/p(\/(\ — r)))1/,p, where u(z) + iv(z) is holomorphic in the

open unit disc and

f (*)-/*    '^fidt,    x>\.
hn      t i

1. Introduction. Throughout this note \p will denote a positive nondecreasing

function defined for real x > 0. For each such function \p we define another

function by

"'1/2      « Z

Throughout this paper C denotes a positive constant, not necessarily the same at

each occurrence.

A function <p is almost increasing for x > 0 if there exists a positive constant c

such that x, < x2 implies tp(xx) < c<p(x2). An almost decreasing function is defined

similarly.

Let m be a harmonic function in the open unit disc U and, as usual, denote

Mp{r'u) = (¿C \«(re")\Pa)1'">       0<P<oo,

and

Mx(r,u) = sup{|«(re")|,0< / < 2tt}.

Assuming that \j/(x)/x" is almost decreasing for some a > 0, A. Shields and D.

Williams in [4] showed that if MK(r,u) = 0(^(1/(1 - r))), r -» 1, then its con-

jugate v satisfies Mx(r,v) = 0(^(1/(1 - r))), r -» 1. They also showed that this
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theorem remains valid if we replace Mx(r, u) by Mx(r, u). If 1 < p < oo, the

well-known theorem of M. Riesz [1, p. 54] says that Mp(r,u) = 0(i//(l/(l - r)))

implies Mp(r, v) = 0(^(1/(1 - r))).

In this paper we shall be concerned only with means M (r, u) when 0 < p < 1.

Hardy and Littlewood [3] proved that if Mp(r, u) = 0(1) for some 0 < p < 1, then

its conjugate v satisfies Mp(r, v) = 0((logl/(l - r))l/p). They also showed that if

Mp(r, u) = 0{{\ — r)~a), a > 0, 0 < p < 1, then Mp(r, v) satisfies the same growth

condition. We fill the gap between these two results.

Theorem. Let u be harmonic in the unit disc. If there exists a > 0 such that

\p(x)/x" is almost decreasing for x > 1/2 and if MAr, u) = 0(t//(l/(l — r))), for

some p, 0 < p < 1, then the harmonic conjugate v satisfies

Mp(r,v) = o((V(\/(\-r)))l/p).

If \p(x) grows like x", a > 0, then so does {^p)1/p and one obtains the theorem

of Hardy and Littlewood. If 4>(x) = 1, then (\pp)1/p grows like (logx)1^, thus we

recapture the bounded case mentioned above.

2. Proof of the theorem. We will need a lemma.

Lemma. Let \p satisfy the conditions of the theorem. If 0 < p < 1, then there exists

C > 0 such that, for all x > 1,

(*(*))'<C*'(x).

Proof. Since \p is nondecreasing we have

Ux)-f   -*£**< (*(x))l-'*'(*).

By Lemma l(ii) of [4], \p grows faster then \p; there exists C > 0 such that, for all

x > 1, \p(x) < C^(x). Hence,

(*(x))'<Gi'(x).

Proof of the theorem. Without loss of generality we may suppose that u is real

and «(0) = 0. Let f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) = ¿Zx=xf(n)z" be a holomorphic function

on U. The fractional derivative of / of first order is defined as

00

/«(*)- E(»+ !)/(«)*"■
n = l

Note that

/(z)-/Vmító)<*.
•'o
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Let /•„ = 1 - 2'". Then

\f(re")\P=\f(z)\P=\jlfM(tz)dt
Ko

(oo       r

E/"     sup   \fM(tz)\dp

<

n = l    rn-i   0«r«p

/     00

E    sup   |/W(tt)|2-"
I «=1 0«Kr„

< E2-'  sup   |/[11(te)f
„ = 1 0«r*Sr„

oo _

<ce sup i/w(te)r/"+i(i-p)'~^p
„ = 1 0<r<r„ •>„

00 -

<ci/n+i sup i/[ii(iz)r(i-p)^iJP

<c/i(i-p)'-1 sup i/w(tó)r^p.
•'il n ^_Oirssp

If we now integrate on 0 and use the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem [1, p. 12]

we obtain

(1) M.tr,fy<cF(l-t)'-lM,(tr,fm)'A.
•>r>

T. Flett [2, p. 762] proved that if 0 < p < 1 and 1/3 < r < 1, then

Mp(r,f')p < C(l - r)"'-1 fa+r)/2 Mp(t,u)pdt.
J(3r-l)/2

Thus,

(2) Mp(r,fr<c(i-rr-ir+rV2r
J(3r-l)/2

r2(l-r)"1

1 -1
dt

= C(l - r)-p-1 (2{L-r) '   [t(t)]p-r2dt
J2(l-ry1/3

= C(l - r)"^1 P1"""'    [*(f)/ffl] "t"P-2dt
J2(l-ry1/3

.cd-.r-'Wr^)]'^;;;.-*

« C(l - r)-V(TÍT7J-

The inequality

(3) Mp(r,fM)^CMp(r,f)

is obvious since/[11(z) =/(z) + zf'(z).
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Combining (1), (2) and (3) we obtain

(4) Mp{r,f)p < cj\\ - t)p-\\ - trypr[y^) A.

By Lemma l(iii) of [4],

*P(T^-Uc(l-r)itp(n)r».
V ' n = 0

Hence, from (4), it follows that

(5) Mp(r,f)p < C/1 (j^jVi E V(n)r"A dt
JQ

n = 0

1 - rt\l-p

«c|E ♦'(.),■(£(£?)   ,.*

+ l*'<-Hr(HT)'"'"'n = 0

We now show that each term in (5) is 0(\¡>p(\/(\ - r))). Applying Lemma l(v) of

[4] to the function iip(x) we have

nf0« + l \l-r)

Hence,

^ *'(")r"(jí (t^tP''"*) *c 2 ^(^(jf1 tndtY

A w + 1 \ 1 -r
n=0

It is a simple consequence of Jensen's inequality that

(6)

For the second term, we have

(i-O E
n-0

n + 1
%.<((,..,). £±i4r.

n=0
n + 1

< C(l - r)1"" E +'(»)( f (1 - O'"1'"*)/"
„=o ^o /

1 \n + p + i)n = 0

n-0 (n + 1)"
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From (6), Lemma l(v) of [4], and the lemma it follows that the second term on the

right-hand side of (5) is also 0(^(1/(1 - r))).

3. Remarks. A function \p is normal if there exist a, b > 0 such that yp{x)/xa is

almost decreasing for x > 1/2 and <|/(x)/x6 is almost increasing for x > 1/2. If

0 < p < 1 and \p is normal, then \p, \p and (ípp)l/p have the same rate of growth.

Thus, when \p is normal the theorem says that if u is harmonic in the unit disc and

Mp(r,u) = 0(^(1/(1 - r))), then Mp(r,v) = 0(«KV(1 - ')))• If 4> satisfies the

conditions of the theorem, but is not normal, then (\pp)1/p grows at a faster rate

than \p. I do not know whether the theorem is best possible, i.e., is there a harmonic

function u such that

Mp(r,u) = oU{-JZT.)    md   *,(*>*)> cU'

We note that Hardy and Littlewood proved in [3] that if Ac is a positive integer,

p = \/{k + 1) and /(z) = exp(i A:w/)(1 - z)'k~l then Mp(r, Re/) is bounded and

Mp(r,f)~(loê(l/(l-r))y/p, r-1.
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